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   للهم ارحم لي امي واغفر ذنوبها وتجاوز عن سيئاتها

1. Crocodiles and alligators sometimes communicate ........................... through body language. 

(visual, visually, visualize) 

2. The plans he has set out don't seem consistent with our....................... discussions. (origin) 

3. Will you ........................... this into French? (translate, translated, translation)  

4. Hanan  is a very ............................. woman in her early thirties. (attract, attractively, attraction) 

5. ............................. , we are terribly wasteful. (collect, collectively, collection) 

6. Sami had never realized how ........................ Muna was before. (attract, attractively, attractive) 

7. Because Omar was quite مقويات الصفة    .............. of his waiter’s efforts, he left him a large tip.  

(operation, operate, operative)  

8. Rami eventually figured out how to ................... a free database application on his computer. 

(installation, install, installed) 

9. Adnan has ......................... made some magnificent shapes of glass. (creation, creatively, create) 

10. Fatima al-Fihri was born in the ..................................... century.      (nine, ninth, ninthly) 

11. The Middle East is famous for the .............................. of fruit. (produce, production, productive) 

12. Scholars have discovered an ....... document from the twelfth century. (origin, original, 

originally)    

13. ......................., the process of weaving rugs, bags and other items is done by hand.  

(tradition, traditionally, traditional)  

14. Who was the most .................. writer of the twentieth century?  (influence, influent, influential) 

15. Damascus is really......................................   (attractive, attractively, attract) 

16. We went to the concert yesterday. The music was written by a new young composer, it was 

................................ (contradiction, contradictory, contradictive) 

17. King Hussein was a .......................... world figure in the twentieth century. (majority, major) 

18. Photography and painting are two examples of the ........................ arts. (visual, visualize, vision) 

19. Art, music and literature are all part of our .......................... life. (culture, culturally, cultural) 

20. Do you think the wheel was the most important .................. ever?  (invent, inventor, inventive) 

1. Visualize  2. Original 3. Translate  4. Attractive 

5. Collectively  6. Attractively  7. Appreciative  8. Install 

9. Creatively  10. Ninth  11. Production   12. Original 

13.  Traditionally 14. Influential  15. Attractive 16. Contradictory 

17. Major 18. Visual 19. Cultural 20. Invention 
 


